IEEE 802.3 DEPARTING AND IN PERIL VOTERS

If your name is on this list preceded by a * then you are a "departing voter" which means that your attendance record is such that you will not be a voter after this session.

If your name is on this list not preceded by a * then you are a "voter in peril" which means that you will not be a voter after this session unless you meet the "full attendance" requirement. That is, 75% credited attendance at two of the last four plenary sessions, with a qualified interim TF session allowed to substitute for one of the plenary sessions. If you wish to remain an 802.3 voter you need to make sure that you register your attendance every day that you are in 802.3 and declare your affiliation.

Dinh, Thuyen
Goergen, Joel
Jimenez, Andrew
* Kim, Inho
Pittala, Fabio
Sekel, Steve
Shrikhande, Kapil
Wang, Tongtong